Conducting Pre-Feasibility Studies for Abandoned Mine Methane Projects

Module 5 – Mine Closure Design for AMM Production

Welcome

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) developed this course in support of the GMI and in conjunction with the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).

What is the GMI?

The Global Methane Initiative (GMI) is a voluntary, multilateral partnership that aims to reduce methane emissions and to advance the abatement, recovery, and use of methane as a clean energy source.

GMI Partner Countries account for nearly 70% of total global manmade methane emissions, which is equivalent to approximately 5,000 MMT CO2e.

This course introduces principles for assessing the potential of developing projects to mitigate Abandoned Mine Methane (AMM).

Conducting Pre-Feasibility Studies for AMM Projects: Course Modules

- Module 1: Introduction and Objectives
- Module 2: Gathering Mine Information and Data
- Module 3: AMM Resource Assessment
- Module 4: Production Forecasting and Well Testing
- Module 5: Mine Closure Design for AMM Production
- Module 6: Market, Financial and Risk Analysis
- Module 7: AMM Pre-feasibility Case Study

Mine Closure Design for AMM Production

What You Will Learn

In this module, you will learn about:

- How to prepare a mine for closure
- How to support an AMM project
- Engineering design considerations
- Sealing of mine shafts and drifts to ensure stability, to prevent air and water ingress, and to protect against hazardous gas emissions
Underground water management measures
Production well options

Preparing a Mine for Closure

Mines are closed once coal reserves are exhausted or if a mine is no longer financially viable to operate. In many coal mining countries, policies require coal mine owners to meet safety, environmental, and land restoration conditions before mines can relinquish their responsibilities.

To meet requirements under policies and regulations, a responsible party typically undertakes various engineering measures, such as:

- Stabilizing mine entries to prevent any future ground movement or collapse.
- Sealing mine entries to prevent public entry, ingress of surface water, and uncontrolled emissions of hazardous gases.
- Plugging shafts and drifts at appropriate depths to protect aquifers from mine water contamination during groundwater recovery.
- Installing gas vents to prevent pressurization of gas and to control gas migration risks, which could lead to hazardous emissions at the surface.

Mine Closure and AMM Project Considerations

Good practice policies encourage a mine owner to collaborate with an AMM developer to ensure a mine is closed in a way that facilitates AMM recovery through an AMM project. Such projects are likely to reduce overall emissions from coal mining, improve safety, and reduce pollution.

When evaluating the potential of a closed or closing mine to host an AMM project, project developers need to consider several engineering and geotechnical factors that can “make or break” a project.

Engineering measures that are undertaken during coal mine closure can be critical to the feasibility of an AMM project. These measures will be considered by the project developer during project evaluation.

Pre-closure Engineering Planning for AMM

When preparing a closing mine for an AMM recovery and mitigation project, a mine owner should undertake the following measures:

- Investigate geotechnical and hydrogeology factors to assess subsurface strata and groundwater sources that could impact the project
- Study surface gas emission risks using surface hazard maps and mine plans, monitoring, and pressure tests
- Locate recorded mine entries (unrecorded mine entries are a risk)
- Treat mine entries to stabilize and seal to minimize air ingress
- Treat service ducts and fan drifts
• Fill shafts/drifts and install AMM production pipework
• Grout shallow workings and unstable ground
• Take measures to minimize ingress of surface water

Considerations When Designing Engineering Measures for Mine Closure

The table below presents factors that mine owner/operators might consider when designing engineering measures for a closing coal mine.

Engineering Design Factors for a Closing Mine:
• Existing infrastructure and shaft/drift construction details
• Depth to rockhead and its geotechnical properties
• Nature and depth of superficial materials
• Removal of shaft furnishings
• Existing and future surface facilities
• Working access around mine entries
• Land ownership and access
• Future land use
• Gas and water monitoring provisions
• Maintenance requirements for any post-closure installations

How Can Engineering Measures at Closure Support an AMM Project?

The success of AMM schemes depends on the ability to:
• Minimize air ingress into the abandoned workings to prevent methane dilution
• Control water flows to reduce the likelihood of reservoir connectivity being reduced by flooding

Engineering measures that are designed to maximize AMM extraction can be incorporated in a coal mine closure program. These same measures will reduce future environmental and safety risks that are associated with abandoned coal mines.

Certain measures (see bullets below) are only feasible if they are undertaken before closure:
• Installing gas production pipework in shafts or drifts prior to sealing
• Installing pipes through low points in main roadways to prevent water blockages and premature loss of AMM production
• Sealing treatment is likely to be more effective and less costly if the work is performed before closure rather than attempted after abandonment
Engineering Measures for AMM: Prevention of Air Ingress

Prevention of Air Ingress

Preventing atmospheric air from being drawn into a mine is key to ensure that mine methane is not diluted, which will help ensure the mine is suitable for project development.

- **Air Ingress Challenge:** Any unsealed entry to a mine will allow air ingress during a rise in barometric pressure and emissions of mine gas-air mixtures during falling barometric pressure. Solution: Engineering treatment to prevent leakage, or safely vent, will remove the hazard.

- **Air Ingress Challenge:** Application of suction for AMM production will increase air ingress through any unsealed (or inadequately sealed) entries. Solution: Gas quality will be negatively impacted unless all entries are effectively sealed.

Problematic AMM development mines are those with underground connections to old, shallow workings, sometimes of unknown extent, with inadequately sealed shafts.

This situation tends to arise in coalfield areas that have been mined for many decades, or even centuries, where mining started at an outcrop and progressed deeper and deeper as mining technology evolved.

Pathways for Air Ingress

Shallow, easily accessed coal is usually worked first. Over many years, mining progresses to deeper seams.

As a result of this process (and the often poor mapping of early workings), connections can exist between deep mines and old shallow workings through which air can be drawn by the ventilation system during mining and by a suction pump after closure.

Prevention of Air Ingress

Control of air ingress will require the effective sealing of ALL mine entries connected to the AMM scheme, not only those associated with the mine, but any interconnected workings from adjacent mines.

- Mine entries will be either vertical shafts or inclined drifts, ranging from simple excavations with minimal support to sophisticated engineered structures depending on the age of the workings.

- Treatment options must consider not only the need to form an effective gas tight seal, but also ensure ground stability and public safety.

- It is essential that all entries are identified from mine plans and their surface locations found and examined.
Engineering Measures for AMM: Shaft and Drift Treatment for AMM Production

Shaft and Drift Treatment for AMM Production

To ensure methane does not leak from a closed mine, mine entries will need to be sealed at, or near, the surface. This will require the construction of shaft seals and cap or a drift stopping.

Key factors related to the construction of shaft caps and drift stopplings include:

- For shaft seals, the most critical design factor is the depth and nature of superficial materials.
- Service ducts and fan drifts should be sealed.
- A drift stopping should be constructed in competent ground and keyed into the natural strata.
- Pipework passing through any shaft cap or stopping should be gas tight, of constant diameter for its full length with no bends, and installed to prevent the accumulation of water.
- At least two extraction pipes should be installed through a shaft cap or stopping if these are to be used for AMM production.
- The diameter of pipework should be sufficient to limit pressure drop to a design minimum.
- Safe access to pipework and valves should be provided for monitoring and maintenance.

Shaft and Drift Treatment

Drifts should be backfilled to the portal and a solid wall constructed to prevent entry.

Treatment options for sealing shafts by creating low permeability barriers around caps include:

- Mass poured concrete
- Bentonite
- Flexible membranes
- Grout curtain
- Low permeability material

Cap Constructed at Rockhead

Considerations

- Applicable where there is a thin cover of superficial deposits
- Need to prepare a suitable founding horizon
- Shaft cap construction at rockhead has no stability issues
- Cap can be used on open shafts
• Additional low-permeability barrier can be placed around the cap to ensure everything is gastight

**Cap Constructed in Deep Fill**

**Considerations**

• Excavate to rockhead
• Long-term stability achieved by forming the cap on the shaft liner
• Ability to access service ducts
• Cap can be used on open shafts
• Additional low permeability barrier can be placed around the cap

**Grout Plug in Deep Fill**

**Considerations**

• Grout plug formed within the shaft fill - cannot be used on an open shaft
• Installation of gas extraction pipework can be difficult and not suitable for AMM production due to shaft fill
• Long term stability of grout plug and surrounding ground uncertain
• Not easy to remedy any gas leakage

**Service Ducts**

**Considerations**

• In addition to sealing the shaft, subsurface shaft entries must be sealed and made airtight
• Service ducts, once used for cables and pipework, are grouted
• Fan drift on an upcast shaft is filled and sealed with mass concrete

**Drift Sealing: Design**

Drift shafts must also be sealed, but there are some differences compared to vertical shafts.

Key design factors for drifts include:

• Depth to rockhead and nature of superficial material
• Method of portal construction
• Control of water ingress
• Keying stopping walls to natural strata
• Removal of equipment and loose structures
• Support of the AMM extraction pipe to ensure constant inclination

Drift Sealing: Construction

Following the design, the owner/operator proceeds with the construction of the seals.

• A drift seal consists of two block walls about 10m apart keyed into the natural strata with the space in between infilled with concrete or grout.
• The drift seal is ideally located at a depth greater than 10x the drift height to reduce the chance of leakage through surface fractures.
• The AMM extraction pipe should be suspended from the roof and properly supported; a water drainage pipe with a U-bend to prevent gas transmission may also be required.
• All equipment should be removed from the drift prior to infilling.

Filling and Sealing Abandoned Shafts in Old Workings

Old workings present additional challenges, as old workings can sometimes be of unknown extent, invariably with inadequately sealed shafts.

When old workings are present in a mine, the following measures are advised:

• The depth of the shaft should be confirmed.
• Insets and pit bottom areas should be stopped-off to prevent fill material from running away or a mass concrete plug placed.
• Fill material should be well-graded with no blocks larger than 1000mm and with more than 25% greater than 30mm.
• The cap size design is typically 2x the diameter of the shaft.

Photos of Sealed Abandoned Drifts

This slide shows pictures of sealed shafts at abandoned drifts. Abandoned drifts must be sealed.

Engineering Measures for AMM: Water Management

Water Management

During mine closure, engineering measures can be designed and installed to minimize the effects of water ingress and to control where water flows.

Engineering measures to minimize the effects of water ingress and to control water flow include:

• Measures to minimize surface water ingress through mine entries
• Placement of plugs in the shafts or drifts to restrict water flow into the deeper workings via these routes, and to prevent rising mine water from contaminating any natural aquifers
• Connecting different mining areas via boreholes, pipework, or roadways to control water flow and prevent accumulation and ponding
• The construction of water monitoring points to allow rate of mine water recovery to be measured

Effective Management of Water Recovery

Effective management of water recovery involves identifying low points where water may accumulate and blocking transmission of gas from former working areas to the production well.

Critical locations to protect from ponding are the base of shafts and drifts and main tunnels where a blockage may affect a wide area of workings and significantly reduce AMM recovery.

Open ended pipe can be installed through these areas to allow gas to flow if the roadway becomes flooded.

Water Inrush Risk

Active mine workings must be protected against water inrush risk. This potentially very serious risk arises where water accumulates in abandoned workings (with increasing hydrostatic head) behind a pillar separating a working mine from an abandoned mine.

Sudden failure of the barrier could be catastrophic to the working mine.

Inrush occurrences can lead to many fatalities.

Precautions for water inrush risk depend on the likely severity and can include:

• Continuation, or installation, of de-watering facilities (pumping from a shaft or borehole) to prevent water levels rising
• Construction of water dams capable of withstanding high hydrostatic pressure
• Water level monitoring regimes involving manual dipping or the use of remote pressure or level sensors.

These precautions will be taken irrespective of AMM development, but any continuation of water pumping will be helpful to AMM production.

Vertical Wells for Water Level Monitoring

Accessible shafts may be usable for monitoring water level.

In particular, existing pipework within a shaft can be used for monitoring (for example, former compressed air or water ranges).

The installation of suitable monitoring provisions will allow the effects of rising water levels to be assessed and remedial action to be taken, if appropriate. This may involve the drilling of boreholes to specific target horizons.
Casing-while-drilling techniques can be used to drill safely through old goaf areas and workings without the loss of fluid or incurring hazardous gas emissions.

**AMM Production: Vertical Well Options**

**Vertical Well Options**

Once the mine is properly sealed and measures are taken to address potential water ingress (if such threat exists), then the abandoned mine is ready for the installation of producing wells.

There are four vertical well options:

- Unfilled shaft
- Filled shaft
- Surface borehole
- Surface goaf well

**Unfilled Shaft**

- Good for gas production – low resistance.
- Where superficial fill is shallow and the shaft capped at rockhead, easy to strengthen sealing.
- Concern about long-term stability of the shaft lining needs to be addressed – potential costly future liability for filling and sealing.

**Filled Shaft**

- To use for gas extraction, fill must be permeable and no concrete plug or walls at the base.
- Concern about water erosion of fill (need inspection hatch through shaft cap to check fill depth and add more fill as needed), surcharge of fill and compaction will reduce permeability.
- Not recommended for AMM production.

**Surface Borehole**

- Location can be optimized subject to surface accessibility.
- Gas flow rate will be limited by the diameter of the borehole. Large diameter drilling may not be viable in the mined ground or too costly. Drilling multiple boreholes is less risky.

**Surface Goaf Well**

- Drilled to drain gas in operational longwall mines, these should have been sealed once no longer required. However, similar wells could be drilled into abandoned mine goafs.
- Connectivity to the mine workings and roadway infrastructure is likely to be poor.
- Generally, not a viable option and not recommended.
**AMM Inclined Production Well Options**

There are additional considerations for design and installation of AMM production pipework in inclined shafts or drifts.

These additional considerations include:

- Gas extraction pipework and a water management system are easier to install in a drift than a vertical shaft.
- Once the pipework has been installed and the drift filled and sealed, any future remedial work is difficult and the only viable solution may be to drill a surface borehole.
- Good design and a high level of supervision of the construction and filling works is essential if a successful and lasting installation is to be achieved.
- This is often the preferred solution for an AMM extraction system.

**Mine Closure for AMM Project Development**

The success of AMM schemes depends to a large extent on the execution of engineering measures that are undertaken during mine closure, such as shaft and drift stabilization, and gas and water management.

Drift engineering works should be carefully supervised to ensure that gas production and water drainage pipework is installed to a high standard. Any compromise on engineering design and quality will lead to less than planned AMM extraction rates and premature termination of AMM production.

Proper execution of engineering measures not only helps with the development and longevity of an AMM project, but it also reduces the long-term safety and environmental liabilities associated with abandoned mines.

All engineering measures that are planned and undertaken prior to or at mine closure should be fully acknowledged and summarized in a pre-feasibility study prepared for an AMM project at the mine. Doing so results in a more complete, accurate, and transparent study.

**Module 5 Summary**

In this module, you learned that:

- Developing AMM recovery projects at already closed mines entails many risks. Not all risks can be eliminated, but some can be managed if they are identified prior to mine closure.
- One of the major project performance risks is the presence of shallow mine workings and mine entries, whether officially recorded or unrecorded.
- To investigate the presence or absence of such workings, a thorough review of the geology and mine plans should be undertaken, along with site visits, if necessary.
A necessary part of a project is the design and implementation of engineering measures both underground and at mine entries to manage water flows, minimize air/gas leakages, and facilitate optimized gas production.

Module 5 Summary (continued)

It is important to remember that:

- Engineering measures should be designed to ensure that key gas-transporting roadways do not become blocked by ponded mine water.

- Engineering measures should ensure that abandoned mine entries are properly sealed to prevent air ingress and vents installed as necessary for pressure relief or for connecting an AMM extraction system. Vents that are not used for AMM production can be closed until the AMM scheme is abandoned.

The proper design and quality of engineering measures will result in a more successful pre-feasibility study that can help forecast higher AMM extraction rates for a longer period of time. In turn, this is more likely to lead to the development of a successful AMM project.

Thank You!

You have completed Module 5.


**Glossary of Terms**

**Abandoned Coal Mine** – A mine where the work of all miners has been terminated and production activity and mine ventilation have ceased. Mine shafts might be closed and sealed. For purposes of this document, a coal mine is referred to as “abandoned”, whether or not the mine was closed according to applicable legal requirements. The terms “abandoned mine” and “closed mine” have the same meaning. Abandoned mines are not expected to reopen.

**Abandoned Mine Methane (AMM)** – The gas remaining, and in some instances newly generated by microbes, in abandoned coal mines held in voids, coal seams and other gas bearing strata that have been disturbed or intercepted by mining operations.

**Adit** – A horizontal passage leading into a mine for the purposes of access or drainage.

**AMM Goaf Borehole** – A type of AMM vertical well that uses a borehole drilled for optimal gas extraction from the abandoned mine’s goaf.

**Aquifer** – An underground layer of water-bearing permeable rock.

**Barometric Pressure** – The measurement of air pressure in the atmosphere.

**Bentonite** – An absorbent swelling clay consisting mostly of montmorillonite, which are minerals composed of hydrous aluminum silicates in the form of extremely small particles.

**Borehole** – A narrow shaft bored in the ground, either vertically or horizontally.

**Capping** – The process of sealing or covering a borehole, drift, or shaft.

**Casing** – A large diameter pipe that is assembled and inserted into a recently drilled section of a borehole.
**Closing mine** – A mine that is proceeding to closure for any reason with the intent of permanently ceasing all coal production and sealing all mine entries in accordance with applicable legal requirements.

**Coal Bed Methane (CBM)** – Methane extracted from coal seams before mining occurs. CBM is also known as virgin coal seam methane or coal seam gas. It is widely considered an “unconventional” source of natural gas.

**Coal Seam** – A bed of coal usually thick enough to be profitably mined.

**Decline Curve Analysis** – An estimation technique for reservoir production that was developed to extrapolate trends in the production data from oil and gas wells, first documented by J.J. Arps in 1945.

**De-stressed** – Relief of pressure concentrations caused by mining or geological factors.

**Diffusion** – A measure of the mobility of gases from one gradient to another.

**Drift** – A horizontal or sub-horizontal development opening into the mine.

**Feasibility Studies** – A type of study for assessing the viability of an AMM project. This type of study is characterized by being thorough and investigating the economic and technical feasibility of project development. A report produced by such a study is considered “bankable”, i.e., documentation is sufficient to secure project financing.

**Filled Shaft** – A type of AMM vertical well that utilizes a previous mining shaft that has been filled with a permeable material that allows gas to flow up the shaft and to the surface. This type of well is not recommended for AMM production.

**Flexible Membrane** – A type of semipermeable material or a material that acts as a barrier to prevent the transmission of certain substances.

**Founding Horizon** – A level horizon of soil or rock that can be utilized when sealing a mine shaft. Components of the seal will be built on this horizon.

**Gas Production** – The quantity of gas produced by pre-mine drainage and post-mine drainage boreholes and drainage galleries.

**Geotechnical** – Pertaining to soil and rock behavior in an engineering perspective.

**Global Methane Initiative (GMI)** – Launched in 2004, the GMI is an international public-private initiative that advances cost-effective, near-term methane abatement and recovery and use of methane as a clean energy source in three sectors: biogas (including agriculture, municipal solid waste, and wastewater), coal mines, and oil and gas systems. Focusing collective efforts on methane emission sources is a cost-effective approach to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and increase energy security, enhance economic growth, improve air quality and improve worker safety.

**Gob (Goaf)** – Broken, permeable ground where coal has been extracted by longwall coal mining and the roof has been allowed to collapse, thus fracturing and de-stressing strata above and, to a lesser extent, below the seam being worked. The term gob is generally used in the United States; elsewhere, goaf is generally used.
Grout Curtain (Grout Plug) – A barrier that protects from seepage.

Hydrogeological – Pertaining to sources, extent, and flow of groundwater.

Hydrostatic Pressure – Pressure that any fluid in a confined space exerts.

Laminar Flow – Flow in which fluid (gas) travels smoothly or in regular, predictable paths.

Longwall – One of three major underground coal mining methods currently in use. Employs a shearer which is pulled mechanically back and forth across a face of coal that is usually several hundred feet long. This mining method can produce large quantities of coal and gas.

Methane – Methane is a potent greenhouse gas. Methane’s lifetime in the atmosphere is much shorter than carbon dioxide, but it is 28-35 times as efficient at trapping radiation than CO2 over a 100-year period. Methane is the main precursor of ground level ozone pollution, and thus affects air quality. Methane is also an energy resource that can be captured and used. Methane in mines poses safety risks, due to its explosiveness when mixed with air.

Permeability – The state or quality of a material or membrane that causes it to allow liquids or gases to pass through it.

Pit Bottom Areas – The area immediately around the bottom of a mine shaft.

Ponding – Gathering up of water in a low spot in the mine.

Porosity – The measure of void or pores space present when a solid and is represented by volume percentage of void in the solid. It defines the maximum possible amount of methane that can be retained in the coal.

Pre-Feasibility Studies – Typically provide a detailed technical analysis of site-specific information and considers project financing. Provides a gas production forecast and a review of current gas drainage practices. However, this document provides less granularity than a full feasibility study. This document is typically not considered a “bankable” document.

Roadway – Any mine track used to transport material (coal).

Rock-head – The surface of bedrock beneath soil cover.

Room-and-Pillar – A system of coal mining in which the coal is extracted from large open areas (rooms) with large portions unmined to support (pillars) the overlying rock.

Service Duct – Controlled openings into the mine used to hold cables and pipework.

Shaft – A vertical or near-vertical opening into the mine.

Shaft Liner – The material used to maintain the integrity of the side walls of the mine shaft.
Stopping – A manmade barrier built into the mine to prevent air and gas from moving from one section of the mine to another.

Strata – A layer of sedimentary rock or soil; refers to a layer of coal in this instance

Suction Pumps (Gas Pump) – A pump used in Petroleum production responsible for drawing out liquids/gasses by means of suction.

Surface Borehole – A type of AMM vertical well that uses a borehole drilled for optimal gas extraction from the coal seam or void.

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) – The UNECE is one of the five regional commissions under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Economic and Social Council. It was established in order to promote economic cooperation and integrations among its member states. The commission is composed of 56 member states, most of which are based in Europe, as well as a few outside of Europe.

United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) – An independent executive agency of the federal government of the United States federal tasked with protecting human health and the environment.

Unfilled Shaft – A type of AMM vertical well that uses a previous mining shaft to encourage the flow of gas towards the surface. The unfilled shaft allows for the free flow of gas.

Upcast Shaft – The shaft up which the ventilating current of air returns to the surface of the fan.

Ventilation – Controlling the flow of air to change the concentration of methane or other deleterious gases within mine working areas.

Venting – Direct release of natural gas into the atmosphere.

Vent Pipe – Small pipe used in abandoned mines to allow for small amounts of gas to be released. Vent Pipes are installed so that pressure does not build up to dangerous levels.